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Looking for a creative
photographer to capture all of
your important memories on

your wedding day. You can
count on me for beautiful,

elegant images that you will
cherish for years to come.  





We secure the date and selected
package, Bronze/Silver/Gold
You need to provide me with the
following details 
Full names of both parties
Address, Phone, E mail,  details for
both of you
Location and time of preparation,
ceremony & reception
I prepare a contract - and you pay
booking fee of £100 on signing
(included in overall package fees)
Full payment  60 days before your
date. 
At any time between signing and your
wedding  we arrange a venue visit and
pre-wedding shoot .
We keep in contact and around a
month before your wedding we will
have a detailed Zoom/call where we
discuss all the fine details of the
wedding day plan
Final quick check in during the week
before your big day
On the day - ACTION STATIONS !  
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What if we change the date ?  This is no
problem provided that I can make your new
date, everything will simply be rolled over.  If
the date has had to change due to COVID
reasons and I cannot make the new date -
then I will refund all payments made.  If your
date has changed for any other reason I am
not obliged to offer a refund.
What if we change the location ? No
problem, if I need to travel further there
maybe an impact on travel/accom costs.
What if we want a second Photographer ? I
will do my best to find a second
photographer from my extensive connections
and as your would expect this will have a
pass on cost. 
What if something happens to Suzanne ? If
for any reason that I can no longer make your
date, all payments made are refunded and I
will do my best to try and find you a
replacement photographer from my
extensive contacts.
Are you insured?   Yes, I have full public
liability insurance.
How do we get our Photos?  Your full
downloadable, sharable gallery of low
resolution images (suitable for electronic
uses) will be ready within 4 weeks of your
wedding.  A memory stick will be sent to you
with all high/low resolution images within 6
weeks.  Images are not watermarked.
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How many electronic images do we get ?
Hard to say exactly but lots - the more
hours worked the more images will be
provided. I can share with you a full gallery
of a recent wedding.
 Can we see a gallery from a REAL
Wedding - Of course, please send me an
email address and I can share.
We would like to see some references ?
You can see my reviews on google and I can
put you in touch with recent clients if you
wish.
What are your travel costs?  The first 50
miles from my home location (Axminster) are
included in the prices. After that I charge
40p/mile.   
What about overnight accommodation ? If
you need me to stay at your event beyond  9
pm or be at your home before 8 am,  then
depending on the distance, overnight basic
single accommodation would be charged. 
What if I decide I want an album or prints
later ?  No problem at all - we can disucss
what you need (size, pages etc) and I will
provide you with a quote.
What else ? Lets grab a coffee and chat !
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What happens next ?
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